
 
 
 
 
 

Innovative and environmental friendly fire extinguishers 
 

The company: af-x systems BV develops, produces and supplies environmentally and socially 
responsible fire safety for a global market. AF-X buys, modifies and sells aerosol fire extinguishers.  

 

Aerosol is a superior product compared to traditional fire extinguishing systems (water, foam, 
powder and gas): 

! Effect on humans:   harmless 
! Effect on materials:   no damage 
! Effect on the environment:  harmless 
! Simple installation and maintenance 
! Total costs of ownership per year 35% to 58% lower 

 
Market: At the supply side, the market is oligopolistic. A few large suppliers dominate the 
traditional fire safety market. Due to vested interests in installation, repair and maintenance they 
do not invest in innovative systems. On the demand side, clients are corporate companies, SME / 
self-employed, (semi-)government, private individuals.  
Clients’ needs are effective, environmental friendly, safe and inexpensive systems. 
   
Despite the existing and proven advantages current aerosol technologies can be improved. 
 
AF-X value proposition: 

• A significantly better (patented) aerosol product, from a credible source at a better price 
• Better (marketing) communication through an, already developed, international 

distribution network and maximum use of the internet  
 
AF-X develops a superior fire extinguisher with product name; af-x fireblocker. 

  
 
 

 

 
 
A Dutch patent protects the recipe of the new product; European and US patents are pending. 
  
Signed letters of Intend: With 12 (potential) distributors in 7 countries around the globe LoI’s 
have been signed for cooperation to set-up the International Sales & Distribution system. 
 
 

The company was established in 2011 and generates revenue from 
the beginning. AF-X is now developing a significantly better 
product than its competitors can currently offer.  
 
Product: A dry aerosol fire extinguishing installation converts upon  
activation a solid compound into a cloud of  nano-particles. These  
nano-particles block the fire immediately. Very little extinguishing  
agent is required, the fire goes out within seconds and subsequent  
damage is prevented. 

 

The improved fire blocking compound development has resulted in: 
! Higher effectiveness 
! Lower discharge temperature 

! More transparent and snow-white discharge 
! Environmental neutrality 



 
 
 
 
 

Innovative and environmental friendly fire extinguishers 
 

Management and organisation: Experienced management (ex Heineken) with a focus on 
sustainability. The three-person team developed an operation with high energy, drive and with full 
usage of their expertise they in setting up international sales & distribution networks for quality 
products.  
  
Key partner for development and production is Aerospace Propulsion Products BV (APP), 
owned by TNO Companies BV and Herakles/Safran SA. APP is one of the most innovative Dutch 
companies and as the European leader in igniters for rocket engines they are a key supplier of the 
European Space Agency ESA.  
  
Sales and distribution are outsourced to business partners and can be scaled to any country and 
any sea of the world. af-x fire solutions BV is seller and distributor for the Benelux. 
  
 


